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Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at Rendlesham Forest 1980
Time is drawing near to the 28th of December... much will be answered about this case.
November 9 at 12:49pm · Like · Comment

Angela Bryant, Diana Roth, Ronnie Dugdale and 13 others like this.

Vicky Richartz yeah ? What Chris said
Yesterday at 2:19am · Flag

Skip Buran I was the shift commander the first night. Then SSgt
Penniston had every opportunity to report everything as it
happened. There was no pressure to do otherwise. There was no
panicked call for assistance, no incredulous description of an
unknown object, nothing. They went, looked, and came back. No
one was traumatized by the event. No one requested medical
help. The Suffolk Constabulary constables who responded also
found.....nothing. Folks, this is a non-event, at best a hoax, and
is being blown way out of proportion by people who may have
self serving motives. It's too bad dissenting opinions don't last
long here.
Yesterday at 2:32pm · Flag

Skip Buran Oh, and time travel is impossible.
Yesterday at 2:38pm · Flag

Skip Buran And has nothing to do with imaginary UFOs.
Yesterday at 2:38pm · Flag

Tom Johansson Skip skip, time travel is really possible, or are
you going to talk against the brightest minds of physics today?
You´ve better read up on it before making your comments. Not
every civilization in this universe and other parallell universes
are as young as we. Just telling you the truth Skip.
Yesterday at 2:48pm ·   · Flag

Skip Buran On the first night I dispatched MSgt Chandler to the
back gate to collect weapons, SSgt Penniston and I think Amn
Cabansag to take a look. I had them leave their weapons on base
w/Chandler. I made it clear that it was a British concern, but I
was worried that a small aircraft may have crashed in
Rendlesham. This was the ONLY reason I sent USAF SPs to what
was thought to be the scene. When nothing was found, I had
them come back and write statements. Those are reproduced
everywhere, as you know. I considered the matter closed. I am
not aware of what happened on subsequent nights.
Yesterday at 2:50pm · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 @Skip, hello Skip why the change of
story Skip? I can post your statement if you would like... It is
much different than what you are saying up there..... And the
other thing, why isnt my statement signed or dated? It is
because my statement does not exist, because I never wrote one
for you...because it was not written... I wrote one statement with
all information, that was to AFOSI, the statement in Colonel
Halts office was hand written and signed.... the only one that
has been published...is a unsigned, and undated typed
statement. This is the statement AFOSI wanted release to
Command... That also includes you..... 

One other issue Skip.... If our conduct was suspicous or out of
the ordinary or we were lying..... and not doing business the
usual way we worked.... why would you not relieve us of duty...
as you, MSgt Chandler, Major Zickler, and others in the chain of
command were required to do under PRP... also a temporary
decertification should have been done, a medical review, and
then with the results in, we would either be perminately
decertified or reinstated... None of this happened..... Can you
explain all of that.... After all you were required to do this....
Nope you did not, and put us back to work around priority "A"
weapons... Explain this to me... I truly would like to know...

I know the answer, I just want to hear what you would say...
20 hours ago · Flag

Skip Buran Post the statement. I asked for statements from
everyone, and since nothing was found, and nothing was seen
and no emergency existed, we got on with our mission which
was not ramblng around in Rendlesham forest. I remember a
statement made about an object, claiming there appeared to be
one, but no one could get close to it. It's because there was no
object.
19 hours ago · Flag

Skip Buran There was CERTAINLY no claim of any contact with
ANYTHING made that first night.
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19 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 Well, John will be on here later
too..... What about the halt letter? This is not What You Told
Linda Moulten Howe on the Phone, just the other day, I am a
little perplex right now with you... Skip... so you has gotten to
you? Someone must have talked to you, was it Conrad or
Williams... It must be the officer code, huh?

Why have you done a 180 degree turn after all these years... and
how do you explain the original statements of a metellic craft in
the woods... Of course we have never said we had alien
contact.... but, we did contact a craft-of-unknown-origin...
19 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 Why was a Helping Hand called?
19 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 Well, not holding anything against
you, your information was limited on the event. But, why would
you say nothing happened? We needed a good reason for
deployment... let me pull yours and Chandlers statement. I will
post it..then.
19 hours ago · Flag

Kevin Conde Besides the well known names like Warren,
Pennsiton and Halt there were others there. There was a whole
squadron. I worked for Bruce Englund. Bobby Ball was the
security flight chief opposite me. I was almost certainly the
Woodbridge patrol or the LE flight chief the night of Halt’s
expedition. All I remember was the laughing about the people
seeing UFO’s. It was not treated seriously at all.

You can throw all the rocks, make all the claims you want,
belittle the non-believers until you are blue in the face. It does
not change the fact that it was a non-event when it happened,
and the stories of the believers are the ones that have morphed
over time. I’ve been married to the same woman for going on 37
years. She also retired as a SMSgt, and was with me at
Bentwaters/Woodbridge. She does not remember one word
about UFO’s being mentioned while we were in England.
17 hours ago · Flag

Kevin Conde And simply because the practical joke I played
raises some real questions does not mean that it did not
happen. Just because I did not mention until 2005 does not
mean it did not happen. Perhaps I’m being honest and I was
completely unaware to the little cottage industry that grew up
around Rendelsham. Maybe when I read some of the
descriptions on the statements Skip Buran had written my
response was “Oh Shit” that sure sounds familiar. Driving circles,
colored lights, spot lights, orange and green flash lights.

If such an event had occurred she would have remembered it
even if she had not actually been at East Gate. And don’t give me
that bilge about it was “classified” and “we were sworn to
secrecy” That crap only happens in the movies.
17 hours ago · Flag

Kevin Conde If the USAF did not make a big deal about it, it was
because they were appalled that a Light Colonel would be so
nutty as to take a bunch of security troops and some guys from
disaster prep on an extended walk through the woods in a
foreign country. IN THE DARK. We wouldn’t do that in the United
States due to the Posse Comitatus Act. Something we LE troops
were briefed on every six months. If we would not do it in our
own country, why the hell did we do it in a foreign country so
every newspaper in the UK could ridicule the nut case yanks?

The higher command carefully ignored it in the hope that it and
LtCol Halt would just fade away. 

If Skip Buran says it was nonsense that night it was. If Bruce
Englund even refuses to discuss it, probably because he knows it
is only opening a door to let true believers nit pick every
comma….

I’ve been a cop my entire life. I’ve never ceased to be amazed at
the things people do or what they will believe. I’m a firm believer
that the eye witness is often the most unreliable. I routinely say
things to the effect that “you can make this stuff up.” Why is that
that otherwise normal humans always want to take the most
unreasonable explanation for the most mundane things. I don’t
work patrol much anymore, but I will
17 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 Kevin your 5 sec of BS are up you
were not even out there!!
16 hours ago ·   · Flag

Skip Buran While not having any reason to dispute anything said
over the radio the night of the incident, I will gladly explain the
contents of my statement to anyone, any time, and I won't have
to embellish and expand the incident as I go along. Sorry guys, I
have always hesitated to say anything against anyone because I
was not out there that first night, but there are no victims of
anything and to try to imply anyone is a victim is ludicrous. And
Jim, no one has "gotten to me". I haven't spoken to anyone
except Georgina and those who keep calling me to corroborate a
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UFO (which I can't and won't do).
9 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 So, how are things going with you
Skip? Last I heard you were in Georgia... Forget last night, I just
got caught up with all the waffle that was going on... It will not
happen again..... I dont know if you know this, but Georgina
passed away a couple of years ago from cancer...
9 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 I wont collaborate a UFO either.... it
is the "I want to believe" people out there that cause the most
damage to this incident... so it is best to stay away from waffle..
9 hours ago · Flag

Skip Buran Yes, I was contacted by Georgina"s brother when
she passed. Too sad, we were going to England and had plans to
meet and talk when all that transpired. Oh, and I still disagreed,
respectfully, with Georgina.
9 hours ago · Flag

Skip Buran Oh and I think Cabansag's statement gives the best
explanation of the lights.
9 hours ago · Flag

Skip Buran Someone please pass me a copy of MSgt J.D.
Chandler's statement, mine is barely legible (in Georgina's book).
9 hours ago · Flag

Justice for the Bentwaters 81st Security Police at
Rendlesham Forest 1980 Are they signed and dated?
4 hours ago · Flag
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